To solve the problem of the speed stability on the digital servo drive system for the large inertia and DC torque motor and improve the system's performance and reliability, the research on control strategy is conducted. Based on the working characteristics of the radar turntable DC torque motor servo system, the three PWM control modes on the H-bridge power main circuit and the current pulsating quantity and direct connection on uni-polar control mode are analyzed; by improving the pulse voltage frequency on the armature's ends, the system's performance is improved. The system's mathematical model is established, the system is simulated by using the transfer function in the MATLAB/SIMULINK and analyzed in the qualitative method.
Introduction
With the development of magnetic material, power electronic devices and digital signal processing technology, the combining of high-performance electromotor and the modern control technology makes the high power Torque Motor control and drive technology grow rapidly, and the high power servo drive technology has become a new research direction [1] [2] . The Large inertia DC torque motor servo drive system is one of the radar turntable servo system's essential units, the precision at low speed and the torque's stability of which affect directly the overall performance of the turntable [3] [4] .
Based on the requirements of the radar turntable servo system's application, the speed-current double closed loop and PWM restricted uni-polar double frequency control strategies are adopted in the digital servo drive system, which effectively reduces the peak voltage at the motor's ends and improves the system's performance and reliability [5] [6] . The research of the current pulsation's mechanism and carrier frequency's improving ways with the PWM control mode on H Bridge is conducted.
The PWM Uni-polar Control Mode
The basic method of the H bridge PWM uni-polar same frequency control mode is that if ui> 0, the two ipsilateral transistors' bases of the armature are imposed with the base driving voltage in opposite phase, like V1 and V3 in Fig.1 , which makes them work in alternatively switching state; V2's base, one of the two transistors on the other side, is imposed with cutoff-turnoff voltage, and V4's base is imposed with a saturation driving voltage. If ui< 0, the base driving voltage in opposite phase is imposed on V2 and V4's base working like switches; meanwhile, V3 is in saturated turn-on and V1 is in cutoff-turnoff. The working process in ui> 0is explained below in detail. When 0 ≤ t ≤t1, Ub1ispositive and Ub3= -Ub1, as a and b in Fig.2 . If the average voltage of the armature's two ends A and B, Ua is greater than the motor's back EMF Eg, the armature current goes along loop1 from A to B, via V1 and V4, and the power supply outputs energy to the motor. Meanwhile, the current ia increases, the armature inductance La stores energy, and the motor is in electro motion state. When t1≤t＜T, Ub1is negative, Ub3ispositive, V1 is cut off, the motor and the power are disconnected. At this moment, the armature inductance releases energy, Self-induced EMF eL=-Ladia/dt maintains the current ia along loop2 (via diode VD3 and transistor V4), and the motor is still in electro motion state. The approximate waveform of the armature voltage and the current in electro motion state is shown as c and d in Fig.2 . But in the electro-motion state, even though when t1≤t＜T, Ub3 is positive, the clamp the forward voltage of the diode dropping to makes the V3 can't conduct.
When the motor rotating, if the signal voltage ui drops suddenly, which requires the motor to slow down, then Eg>Ua. When 0 ≤ t ≤t1, V3 is cut off, the armature current ia flows along loop4 viaVD1、VD4 and power Us from B to A, and the motor is in electrical regenerative braking. When t1≤t＜T, V3 is saturated, the armature current ia imposed by Eg flows along loop3 (via V3 and V4) from B to A, the motor is in dynamic braking. The changing curve of the armature current is shown as c and d in Fig.2 .
When the back EMF Egis about to Ua, the four cases in the two situations above will happen alternatively as f in Fig.2 . When t1≤t＜T, at the moment t2 that the after flow current along loop2 drops to zero, V1 is still cut off, V3 imposed by Egis turned on, the armature current ia will change to flow along loop 3 from B to A, and the motor is in dynamic braking. When 0 ≤ t ≤t1, regenerative braking current flows along loop 4 and drops to zero, the V1 and V4 in the saturated state will connect the motor with the power supply, and the armature current ia will change again to flow along loop 1 from A to B. The motor will change from regenerative braking to electro motion.
It can be concluded as long as in one switching cycle, if 0 ≤ t ≤t1, the motor and the power supply Us are always connected; if t1≤t＜T, the motor and the power are always disconnected, and the armature's ends are always in short circuit.
The DC Torque Motor in Uni-polar Restricted Control
In the reversible PWM control mode, the saturated tubes exiting from the saturated zone requires storage time, if the ipsilaterally corresponding tubes on the bridge circuit are alternating, only when the turning on tube is turned off totally, can the other tube be turned on. Otherwise, the ipsilaterally corresponding tubes will be connected, and the power supply will be in short circuit. To avoid short circuit due to the connecting, open-delay must be used, and the open-delay time must be longer than the tube's storage time, so the upper limit of the switching frequency should be restricted. So that the control mode without time delay is offered-the PWM uni-polar restricted control.
(1) The PWM uni-polar restricted same frequency control mode The power conversion circuits are the same of the uni-polar restricted control mode and the unrestricted one. But, the turning on and turning off of the high power transistors is different. The base driving waveform when ui>0 is shown in Fig.3 . If ui>0, the transistor V1 is in switch state, V2 and V3 are turned off, V4 is in continuous saturated state; If ui<0, V2 is in switch state, V1 and V4 are turned off, V3 is in continuous saturated state. The following is an example when ui>0. If Ua>Eg, when t0≤ t＜t1, Ub1 is positive, the armature voltage Ua=Us, the current goes along loop1 via V1, V4 from A to B; whent1≤t＜T, V1 is turned off, the current goes along loop2 via V4 and VD3. The armature voltage and the current's waveform is shown in a and b of Fig.4 . If Ua<Eg, the braking current goes along loop 4, V3 is in cut off, the opposite dynamic braking current is restricted. Dynamic braking loop 4 (V3-VD4-B-A) is restricted due to V3's cutoff, so when the motor in light load and t1≤t＜T, the current ia going along loop2 will attenuate to zero at the moment td, the back EMF Eg can't produce reverse current for V3' cutoff, and the armature current is intermitted.
It can be concluded that the uni-polar restricted mode may have current intermittence in light load, it still can improve the PWM's reliability for avoiding the short circuit of the ipsilaterally corresponding tubes. So that, the uni-polar control mode is widely used.
(2) The PWM uni-polar restricted double frequency control mode In this double frequency control mode, by improving the voltage frequency on the armature's ends, with the pulse width modulation and distributor, the high power transistor of the power conversion circuit work in the predetermined double frequency logics, the armature's ends get the pulse voltage in two times of the reference frequency. The basic principle of the uni-polar restricted double frequency mode is similar to the unrestricted one, and the difference of them lies in logical sequence. The power conversion circuit is shown in Fig.4 . When ui=0, all of the high power transistors on the H bridge are cut off, the armature circuit and the power supply are disconnected, the motor doesn't rotate; when ui>0, the high power transistors V1 and V4 are in switch state, V2 and V3 are cut off, the motor rotates; when ui<0, the transistors V2 and V3 are in switch state, V1 and V4 are cut off, the motor rotate backwards. The waveform of the PWM uni-polar restricted double frequency control mode is shown in Fig.4 .
The Mathematical Model of the Large Inertia Torque
The torque motor as an electric -mechanical conversion element can be equivalent to the series of a resistance R and an inductance L, as shown in the Fig.5 below: Figure 5 . the equivalent figure of Torque and motor.
The voltage balance equation of the torque motor:
E is the back EMF:
The motor'torque:
The torque balance equation of thetorque motor:
Among above: U is armature voltage, i is armature current, R is total resistance of the armature circuit, L is total inductance of the armature circuit; E is back EMF of the armature, Ke is coefficient of the back EMF, n is motor speed, T is output torque of the motor, J is moment of inertia converted on the motor shaft from the armature rotor and the load side, B is friction damping coefficient, TL is load torque. The block diagram of the torque motor's model is as follows: Figure 6 . the model of the torque motor.
The Model and Simulation of the System
In the torque motor servo system, traditional P controller is used as the current regulator, and its frequency domain is expressed as follows:
Kp is the proportional gain of the P regulator. In this system, the input of the current regulator is the error ei between the reference amperage and the actual amperage, the output is the supply voltage of the torque motor. The speed controller of the servo system is the traditional PI regulator, and its frequency domain is expressed as follows:
Kp is the proportional gain of the PI regulator, and Ki is the integral gain. In this system, the input of the speed controller is the error ei between the reference speed and the actual speed, and the output is the current loop reference. The simulation results from inputting constant value2r/min are as follows. The speed loop's bandwidth is about 10 Hz, greater than 5 Hz in Fig 12. It must be noticed that the simulating has ignored some influence factors (such as friction, hysteresis and so on), therefore this model cannot demonstrate the real situation of the system fully and can only be used as a reference in quality analysis.
Conclusion
A servo drive based on digital processor is designed, and the speed and current double closed loop control mode is adopted. By simulation and experimental verification, it is proved that this servo drive can completely satisfy users' requirements, which greatly reduce the voltage spike and ensure the reliable operation of the motor. (1) Based on the H bridge PWM control mode and the application requirements of the high voltage and power, the uni-polar restricted control mode is used; to improve the continuity of the control current, the double frequency mode is used; finally the uni-polar restricted double frequency control mode is adopted, which can avoid power devices connecting directly, and reduce the voltage spike compared to bipolar control. (2) DC torque motor servo system of the radar turntable is analyzed in detail, the mathematical model of the system is established. With the transfer function the system is simulated in the MATLAB/SIMULINK, and is analyzed in a quality method.
